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In this months Issue we have the esteemed GameOn Awards 2010! Chosen by
our writers and staff, the GameOn Awards take the best, and worst, of whats out
there and present them to you for your viewing pleasure. With 2010’s strong
lineup across the board, expect some great coverage and a few surprises!
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Disclaimer: The content featured throughout this magazine may contain links to our forum
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BEST INDIE GAME - MINECRAFT
AVAILABLE FOR:

Appearing from nowhere, Minecraft is the brainchild of solo developer “Notch” aka
“Markus Pearson”. The premise is simple, break blocks down into minerals. Combine
or reforge the minerals into other materials.
Build things with said materials. Beyond this
there’s not much else - at least because the
game has only recently hit beta. It’s “overnighthit” status can be summed up to a surge of
new players overloading the servers and
Notch giving the game up as ‘free-to-play’
until he could sort them out. This lead to the
entire internet having a blast at the game
and signing up as soon as it was ready. There
hasn’t been an indie success like this for a
while, so it won our Best Indie title with ease.
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BEST GRAPHICS - GRAN TURISMO 5
AVAILABLE FOR:

For a game that’s been well over 6 years in
the making, you’d be alarmed if the game
had terrible graphics. Luckily for Polyphony
Digital their art team had been keeping
themselves busy refining the cars until they
were so close to their real life counterparts
that some people were hard pushed to tell the
differences between photos and renders.
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DARK HORSE OF 2010 - MINECRAFT
AVAILABLE FOR:

For a game to become as popular as Minecraft has, a company would have to spend
millions in advertising to generate the same level of buzz. But what if you’re a solo
developer and have only your incoming wage
to support your game? Hope your server sees
a stupendous amount of traffic, upon which
you have to offer your game up free to play
for a week or so. This is what happened to
Minecraft developer Markus Pearson and as
a result, netted him some A-studio takings
and as such - he’s now dedicating the funds
to gathering a team and further pushing the
boundaries of Minecraft. A dark horse indeed!
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BEST MULTIPLAYER - SUPER STREET FIGHTER IV
AVAILABLE FOR:

Now am sure your thinking that
for best multiplayer we could
of picked any of the immense
ammount of fps games that came
out this year however we decided
to break the mould. Super street
fighter is a multiplayer like no other
with a simple pick up and play idea
allowing anyone at any skill to have
a bit of a laugh but the indepth of
the game will make it a long hard
slog for anyone wanting to get out
of the button mashing stage. For
a game that we are still playing
even now and has attracted a lot
of media attention this year we
have given super street fighter the
best multiplayer simply for the
great levels and late night games.
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BEST PUBLISHER - CAPCOM
AVAILABLE FOR:

Having released a myriad of games this year, Capcom have delivered to fans on
just about every genre going. With this we saw it fit to give them the Best Publisher
award for keeping things interesting. Where other publishers get themselves rooted
into a genre, or certain developers. Capcom have kept things fresh in 2010.
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BEST DEVELOPER - FRICTIONAL GAMES
AVAILABLE FOR:

Amnesia: The Dark Descent proved to be one of the scariest games ever created. The
terrifying atmosphere kept more than one GameOn member up past their bedtime
and there was an unpleasant incident with one reviewer and a mysterious stain on
their computer chair.
The fact this was the
work of one small
independant developer
is an outstanding
achievement and we’re
all looking forward to
their future work.
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BEST ORIGINAL IDEA - THE BALL
AVAILABLE FOR:

The Ball appeared on Steam with relatively little hype surrounding it, which is a shame
for a game to have such a unique play style, to only get back-seat airtime. The premise
of the game is to manipulate a large ball around a level, using its weight/rolling
ability to solve various puzzles. In a land full of FPS titles around every turn, to have
something that doesn’t rely on filling your enemies full of lead is somewhat of a relief.
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BEST PLOT - HEAVY RAIN
AVAILABLE FOR:

For a game like
Heavy Rain to win
best plot is a real
no-brainer. This was
a fantastic, in-depth
game that kept you
moving and was full
of twists and turns.
If you haven’t played
this, then we implore
you to pick it up as
it is full of surprises.
With so many great
story moments, this
is clearly the best
plot of the year.
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BEST SEQUEL - DEAD RISING 2
AVAILABLE FOR:

Zombies. Weapons. Casinos. That’s a winning combination in anyone’s book
and this entertaining follow-up to the original Xbox hit proved to be bigger and
better than its predecessor. Mauling zombies with a pet tiger, killing hosts of the
undead and tackling the deranged nutjobs that inhabit Fortune city was pure win.
While the case file system, wasn’t to everyone’s taste, this was a great popcorn
game and anyone not entertained by a machine gun wheelchair needs to get
a sense of humour. A well-deserved winner for a ridiculously fun sequel.
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BIGGEST LET DOWN - ALAN WAKE
AVAILABLE FOR:

After a 5 year development, we were expecting a terrifying survival-horror experience
with sandbox
elements. However,
this was changed to
a linear experience
with no horror and
instead billed as
a “psychological
action game”. By no
means a bad game,
just a big let down
for the horror fans
among us and with
a lukewarm sales
reception, it seems
many others were
left disappointed.
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WORST GAME OF THE YEAR - KAYNE & LYNCH 2
AVAILABLE FOR:

After the underwhelming and average-at-best first title, it was hard to image
a Kane & Lynch sequel to be worse than the original. Well, somehow the
developers managed it. With a truly diabolical cover system that could induce
a rage powerful enough to make you want to kidney punch a horse, this was a
frustrating game through and through. An irritating, predictable and dull story
made matters worse. Who knows what will happen if there’s a Kane & Lynch 3...
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BEST GAME OF THE YEAR - RED DEAD REDEMPTION
AVAILABLE FOR:

Rockstar’s latest sandbox action title blew all expectations out of the water. So much
more than a simple GTA-clone, this game was immersive, complex, rewarding with a
surprisingly
mature and
detailed story.
Quite simply, not
just game of the
year, one of the
best experiences
of the decade.
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